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EXPLORING THE WORLD OF TREES 

 

In the context of a project largely funded by the British Embassy in Sofia 

named ‘Green Schooling as an Alternative to the Summer’, EQ did a series of 

workshops with groups of teenagers that allowed the exploration of the entire 

World of Trees from a variety of perspectives – their  

 

� longevity 

� remarkable capabilities 

� contribution to the balance of nature 

� contribution to mankind 

� impact on the human consciousness throughout the ages 

 

Most importantly, the children came to understand the threat posed by human 

activity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the main lessons we learned while composing this extensive and varied 

series of activities is how different criteria conflict when deciding sequence and 

duration. Generally, hard practical considerations need to take precedence over 

neatness in the sense of – say - thematic links. 

 

Consider the following – 

 

� The natural world changes with the seasons – when would it be appropriate 

to do this activity? 

� How long does it take to prepare for this? 

� What is the ideal venue for this session and when is it available? 

� Is this essentially a warm-weather, outdoor activity or can it take place 

indoors during winter? 
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� Is this likely to be messy? 

� Can we get our hands on the appropriate material, equipment and 

personnel at this point in time? 

� Should we get parental permission before we do this? 

 

As you can imagine, a large amount of the raw material for these activities can 

be gleaned from the World of Nature. Great! It costs nothing and it’s there 

when you need it (assuming you take account of the changing of the seasons). 

However, it pays to remember that Mother Nature is temperamental. If you 

want tree bark for a Tuesday-morning session, waiting until Monday evening to 

go fetch it may be a big mistake. It could rain. Yucky, soggy bark! 

 

 

Games and Activities 

 

All of the activities listed can be undertaken ‘close to 

base’. EQ has worked with children amid phalanxes of 

trees on various hillsides. We acknowledge that this 

demands logistical planning, funding, special permission 

and - we regret to say - organizers jumping through 

bureaucratic hoops. Why not make use of the Forest in 

the City.  

 

 

• Counting the rings to identify the age of a tree 

 

Materials – A variety of cross-sections cut from the 

trunks of different trees sourced from a forest area or 

timber yard. 

 

Tip - To ensure the rings can be counted easily, take samples from trees of 

reasonable girth representing fast-growing species.  

 

Impact – The simple activity of counting rings isn’t going to keep kids 

entertained for very long. However, ageing a tree raises issues, eg – 

 

� Sustainable foresting – If it takes a tree this long, to reach this size it is 

easy to understand how we consume forests. 

� History and Archeology – Counting the rings on tree trunks used in ancient 

ruins is one of the clues used to help explain why ancient civilizations 

disappeared (they used up their natural resources).  
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� Ecology and Evolution – Some trees grow tall and skinny while others grow 

thicker. Why? 

 

 

• Creating small “herbariums” 

 

Materials – A wide variety of woodland material sourced from a park or forested 

area. Please don’t strip material from living plants even when they seem to be 

growing plentifully.  

 

Tips - Herbariums can be presented in a variety of ways from which the children 

should be free to choose – a boxed arrangement, a wall-hanging or collage, a 

scrap book etc.. Children should be encouraged to interpret their presentations 

and identify the components. 

 

Impact – This activity combines art (the exploration of textures and visual 

presentation) with natural history. The children will seek variety and will look for 

things in exotic shapes and sizes. What are these extraordinary objects. 

 

 

• Creating primitive tools and implements (digging devices, bows and 

arrows, ornaments and fashion accessories etc) 

 

Materials – Sticks, branches and other woodland material / a variety of the most 

basic hand tools 

 

Tips - The use of hand tools demands strict supervision as does the testing of 

anything that involves sharp points or projectiles. Some woods are easier to 

work with than others. Why not allow the children to find this out for 

themselves through trial and error? 

 

Impact – Assessing suitability (choosing and discarding) is a valuable skill. Also, 

if children have a natural range of manual dexterity and imagination, why not let 

them use it? Children will learn about ingenuity of their ancestors. Could they 

survive with so little at their disposal? It puts the word ‘primitive’ in proper 

perspective. 
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• Will it float or will it sink? 

 

Materials – A variety of materials sourced from trees (different densities and 

sizes) and suitable containers filled with water. Even better, socks and shoes 

off and into the river! 

 

Tips – If done indoors, water will be spilled – choose an appropriate venue 

without carpeting. Wherever you do it, consider having the kids bring spare 

clothing. If something does float, encourage the children to see what it takes to 

sink it. 

 

Impact – Is this ‘baby stuff’. Yup, you bet. Enjoy! On the other hand, travel and 

the transport of goods by river provide significant benefits for mankind. It’s 

also a way of getting from A to B in a way that can be ecologically friendly 

compared to other forms of transport. 

 

 

• Bridging the gap 

 

Materials – Woodland material sufficient for the construction of a bridge 

supplemented by items for fixing / tying 

 

Tips - Crossing water is especially challenged and demands solid, cooperative 

effort. Choose shallow water with protruding rocks for support (or else ensure 

there are transportable rocks in the vicinity). 

 

Impact – This is an exercise in collective problem solving, risk assessment and 

making the best of limited resources.  Hey, teacher – why don’t you volunteer to 

be the first to test the bridge?! 

 

 

• Clay moulds from tree bark 

 

Materials – A variety of tree bark (dry but supple and unlikely to fragment), 

modeling clay. Do it outdoors using trees that are still standing if you are lucky 

enough to have any around. 
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Tips - Patience is required – the clay cannot be successfully removed from the 

bark until it is dry. It is a good idea to combine this activity with something else 

that the group can do while waiting. The moulds can be decorated with poster 

paint and a variety of objects. Expect a lot of mess. (Use someone else’s class-

room.) 

 

Impact – A tactile delight and a test of patience. Removing the mould from the 

bark demands care and a gentle touch. It will come as no surprise that girls tend 

to do this better than boys. Forget everything you’ve read about gender 

stereotyping – make this a battle of the sexes and watch the boys struggle and 

squirm. 

 

 

 

• Amazing facts about trees 

 

Materials – Unusual / unexpected facts gleaned from books, magazines or 

websites 
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Tips - Ideally, the children should participate in the search for material to 

share with the group. . Encourage them to express their findings in their own 

words. 

 

Impact – Children learn to research, synthesize the material and present their 

findings. 

 

 

• Hunt the Trees 

 

Materials – Lists of cryptic clues referring to the appearance of particular trees 

dispersed across a “hunting area” (eg a park) 

 

Tips - Equilibrium played this game in Ruse’s Lipnik Park. The previous week, two 

of our team had identified distinctive trees within the park boundaries and 

devised clues and a hunting route. These were tested by other team members 

before working with the kids to ensure as far as possible that the clues could be 

solved without too much difficulty. The trees in question need to be highly 

distinctive is some way and in prominent locations dispersed over a prescribed 

route. It helps to define the sequence in which the trees are likely to be found 

so that the children don’t disperse in umpteen different directions while looking 

for all the trees at once. 

 
Impact – Did you know that, according to Viking legend, the realm of the gods, 

Asgard is linked Midgard (to the realm of us mortals) by the trunk of the great 

ash tree Yggdrasil?  And did you know that there’s a tree near the ice-cream 

parlour in Ruse’s park that looks just like Shrek in profile? The human 

imagination can do wonders with trees. 

 

 

• Giant Crossword Puzzles 

 

Materials – Crossword grids and related riddles on the subject of trees for the 

children to solve 

 

Tip – This shouldn’t be as hard as the Times crossword but, at the same time, it 

shouldn’t insult juvenile intelligence.  

 

Impact – This is an excellent way of looking at the world of trees from a variety 

of perspectives. 
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• Trees in Folklore and Traditional Practice 

 

Materials – Information about legends, beliefs and rituals / Details of 

traditional practice (folk medicine, domestic routine etc) 

 

Tips - This is potentially a massive area of research. We chose a restricted 

number of themes from Bulgaria’s past and demonstrated both lines of 

continuity to the present day and parallels in other cultures. The best person to 

blend the material together for the children is a good raconteur / storyteller. 

Think of ways of demonstrating objects and exploiting the visual and theatrical 

potential of the subject matter. Look for the potential to interact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Impact – You could call this an exercise in human ecology assuming you know 

what this expression means. Don’t worry if you don’t – you’re one of the majority. 

It’s a fancy way of describing the relationship between man and the natural 

world around him – how one impacts on the other. It’s interesting to speculate 

how truncated the human imagination would become without access to Natures 

great diversity. Where would we look for our stories or our symbols? 

 

 

• Tree Photography 

 

Materials – For cost effectiveness, 35mm film bought in bulk can be cut into 

sections for distribution to young owners of outdated cameras. Most kids own 

cell-phones and many double as cameras.  

 

Tips - Different themes can be applied – The Four Seasons, Unusual Trees, Big 

and Small, Children and Trees etc 
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Impact – This encourages the artistic exploration of themes and enables 

children to stage an exhibition. 

 

 

• Festive Event – Indoor Forest 

 

Equilibrium shaped an entire Xmas party attended by at least a hundred children 

and adults around the theme of the changing seasons. Ruse museum kindly 

provided the venue. 

 

Most of the decoration was sourced from scrap material with the expenditure 

being dedicated to refreshments, music and public address system and 

consumables like adhesive, paint, candles, Bengal sparklers, artificial snow.  

 

 Four support pillars inside the museum building were converted to trees using 

cardboard boxes, fabric and a variety of scrap materials. Each tree represented 

a different season. In a similar fashion, a giant Xmas tree was built and 

decorated. 

 

 

 

As a party game, the children added the final, seasonal touches - placing birds in 

the branches, adding foliage and flowers, dusting the winter tree with snow 

(polystyrene grains). 

 

Candles were dispersed to create atmosphere.  
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Note 

 

At no stage in the project was material stripped from living trees – we used 

only what could be found on the ground. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


